ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Broadband Boon
For North Carolina
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BTOP funding for the expansion of the state’s education and research
network brings the promise of high-speed connectivity to rural areas.
By Kassandra Kania

W

ith the click of a mouse, underserved residents and businesses in North Carolina will
soon have real-time access to a wealth of
information, experts and learning opportunities across the state and around
the world.
In August, a groundbreaking ceremony at the North Carolina Research
Campus in Kannapolis – with virtual
links to three other cities around the
state – marked the beginning of construction for Phase 2 of the Golden
LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative. The
project, funded by the BTOP program of
the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration, will result
in a major expansion of the North Carolina Research and Education Network
(NCREN), which serves as the backbone intranet and Internet network for
school districts, universities and research
institutions across North Carolina.
MCNC, the private, not-for-profit
operator of NCREN, will spend $105
million of public and private money
over the next two years to build more
than 1,200 miles of new fiber throughout 69 counties and ensure that K-12
schools, universities, hospitals, public
safety facilities and other community
anchor institutions have access to nearly
unlimited bandwidth.
The project is a boon for the state
of North Carolina – particularly communities hit by economic hardship and
unemployment. Speakers at the groundbreaking event praised the project for its
role in creating jobs, driving innovation,
and leveling the playing field for rural
residents.
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U.S. Representative Mike McIntyre talks about the importance of broadband connectivity as UNC
Pembroke Provost Ken Kitts listens in front of a screen that virtually connects all the locations
participating in the Golden LEAF groundbreaking event.

Forming Partnerships
According to Joe Freddoso, CEO of
MCNC, the institutions NCREN
serves are beginning to face capacity issues – and in fact some routes are over
capacity. The demand for bandwidth
at these institutions grows between 20
percent and 40 percent a year, and some
institutions in underserved areas, such
as libraries, lack the bandwidth needed
to serve their constituents.
“Just like a large enterprise, we’re
running critical applications that are
latency-sensitive,” Freddoso says. “If you
look at the North Carolina Research
Campus, they’re delivering terabits of
critical research data on nutrition and

genomics on a daily basis. Without a 10
Gbps connection today and a 100 Gbps
connection in the future, that research
data is going to be very difficult to access
from around the world. And there are
researchers today who can benefit from
the data being published.”
With no additional capacity available from private-sector carriers,
MCNC decided to pursue building its
own fiber routes to serve the institutions
on its network. The organization applied
for and received BTOP funding, which
was awarded in two rounds.
The first round funded a $39.9 million project to build 480 miles of fiber in
37 counties in southeastern and western
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North Carolina. Work on this project is
scheduled for completion at the end of
2011.
For Phase 1, MCNC partnered with
FRC/PalmettoNet, a middle-mile operator, to assist last-mile commercial
telecommunications and cable providers
in reaching consumers and commercial
businesses along the fiber build. For
Phase 2, MCNC selected ECC Technologies of Wake Forest, N.C., and
Penfield, N.Y., to oversee commercial
broadband opportunities. Like FRC/
PalmettoNet, ECC Technologies will
market the available fiber and other
broadband services to carriers interested
in expanding services to underserved
consumers and businesses.
Tommy Jacobson, MCNC vice president for network infrastructure initiatives, believes the project will stimulate
the building of local high-speed access
networks in some of these underserved
areas. He is also starting to see interest
from some municipalities in how best to
leverage the network as an economic development tool.
The Process
In January 2011, MCNC selected
Kimley-Horn and Associates as the lead
engineering firm for Phase 2. “In addition to verifying that the route [can] in
fact be built, Kimley-Horn conducts the

MCNC is starting to see interest from some
municipalities in how best to leverage the
network as an economic development tool.
design work to determine where to place
the cable,” says Jacobson. “They also do
the environmental assessment work to
ensure that the path we’re constructing
won’t have negative consequences on the
environment.”
Next, MCNC chose three construction firms – Globe Communications,
Fiber Technologies, and Edwards Telecommunications – to construct the new
fiber optic pathways for the project’s second phase. Globe Communications and
Fiber Technologies were also selected for
Phase 1 construction. The fiber will connect universities, community colleges,
schools, health and safety facilities, libraries, county offices and other community anchor institutions. Construction for the second phase encompasses
seven routes, and each firm will be assigned a specific segment to start.
Kimley-Horn will also work closely
with CommScope, a provider of infrastructure solutions for communications
networks. For Phase 2, CommScope will

provide 1,361 miles of fiber, 1,361 miles
of conduit, 1,500 handholes, 30,000
couplers, 1,500 cable plugs, 3,000 end
caps, 425 splice cases, 1,500 grounding
rods and 25 external telecommunications huts. In addition to providing all
materials for both phases of the project,
the company will operate as a distribution service provider.
“While we are actively producing all
the fiber optic cable and conduit being
used, we also use our distribution center
in Statesville, N.C., as a central colocation point to bring in the third-party
products that CommScope did not produce,” says Ric Johnsen, senior vice president of broadband for CommScope. “We
then deliver them on the CommScope
truck, so when the truck pulls up at a
construction site, it’s offloading not just
the cable and conduit but all the other
accessories needed for construction.”
The Phase 1 route has two 1.25inch conduits installed, one empty and
one housing a 96-count fiber of which

NCREN’s progress map. About half
of the “operational” portion of the
network existed prior to the BTOP awards.
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connecting The Last Mile
The broadband stimulus effort consists of two programs, one
that primarily funds middle-mile networks and one that primarily funds last-mile networks. Delivering affordable broad. 18
band to rural homes and businesses requires connecting these
See p
two types of networks – but precisely how was never spelled out.
As MCNC builds its middle-mile network through North Carolina, it
wants to make sure the network will reach the end users who need it. The
organization has plenty of experience working with universities and other
anchor institutions, but to deal with local service providers, it recruited expert help. Rather than waiting for operators of last-mile networks to knock
on its door, MCNC hired companies to proactively market its bandwidth.
The marketing agent for Phase 2 is ECC Technologies, a consulting firm
that has worked on many rural broadband projects. Joe Starks, CEO and
founder of ECC Technologies, says his company has consulted with a number of North Carolina communities about the region’s broadband issues.
Based on this experience, ECC can explain to service providers how tapping into MCNC’s fiber backbone will let them expand into unserved areas.
“We’re dealing with all the service providers out there to find out where
they need infrastructure,” he says. “Hopefully, they’ll find that what we
have will meet their needs, and they’ll be able to make additional investments on their own.”
MCNC defined Internet points of presence (POPs) and colocation centers that will support the anchor institutions on its network. ECC is charged
with identifying where additional POPs might be needed to support lastmile service providers. “Those builds could be done by carriers or by them
in partnerships with communities or private investors,” Starks says. “It’s
wide open at this point. We’re not assuming anything.”
The Golden LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative should help service providers throughout North Carolina – including telcos, cable companies and
others – reduce their costs for serving existing customers and also extend
their networks to serve new customers.
Starks explains, “We’ll work with them to create competitive structures
that allow them to invest technology into rural areas and still get a good
return on investment because they don’t have to fund the middle mile. We
can create a rate structure that will attract and incentivize them to build
farther out.” Depending on the geography, population and existing plant
in particular areas, these last-mile builds might include fiber to the home,
wireless broadband, DSL or cable.
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COMMUNITIES WILL REALIZE THE POTENTIAL
Starks expects that municipalities as well as service providers will become
involved in identifying broadband gaps and planning for builds. By partnering with service providers, municipalities may make it possible for providers to build even deeper into rural areas. He says, “The new digital divide will be between those communities that get involved with broadband
planning and those that don’t.”
Other organizations that will work with ECC include Northeast Rural
Broadband – a not-for-profit group that represents 16 counties in northeastern North Carolina – and the Northeast Commission, an economic development group for the area. Both organizations recognize the need for
community outreach and involvement. Says Paul Tine, logistics committee chair of the Northeast Commission, “MCNC and the Golden LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative are providing our area with a great foundation to
build on, but it will be up to our communities to realize the full potential.”
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MCNC will retain 48 strands and FRC
will retain 48 strands. The Phase 2 route
has a single 2-inch conduit installed
with three .75-inch innerducts, one of
which houses a 144-count fiber. Each
lateral route will consist of a single conduit with 96 fibers installed.
Phase 2 will use a CommScope conduit design that simplifies installation
and management of multiple cables in a
single duct. “In one conduit, we’ve created three subducts,” explains Johnsen,
“so you’ve got three conduit pathways:
one for today and two available for future expansion, allowing the network to
be added to as requirements grow.”
Once construction is completed,
MCNC will deploy the latest generation of optical transport systems available to place the fiber optic into service.
For Phase 1, MCNC will deploy Cisco
Systems’ ONS 15454 optical design
network solution, which will allow for
speeds up to 100 Gbps.
The Digital World Vs.
the Natural World
Traversing North Carolina’s mountains,
waterways and bridges has been an education for all involved in the project.
“MCNC has been in the nature of consuming bandwidth, and we’re now the
suppliers of bandwidth, so we’ve very
quickly had to get up to speed on what
it takes to enable construction of fiber
networks,” notes Jacobson.
Every day presents a new learning
opportunity. “We’ve had to deal with
getting under tricky river crossings
where you’re drilling through blue granite,” says Jacobson. “Normal cable contractors don’t have the equipment to do
that, so we’ve had to bring in specialized
boring equipment.”
Then there was the time a contractor in the eastern part of the state, near
Jacksonville, came back from lunch to
find an alligator lying next to the equipment. “They had to wait until the alligator moved on down the road, so that
delayed them for a while,” says Jacobson. And in western North Carolina, a
contractor arrived at the job site to find
that an injured bear had wandered onto
the construction site and died.
In addition to wildlife, contractors
have to be on the lookout for endangered
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Breaking ground for Phase 2 of the Golden LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative at the North Carolina Research Campus in Kannapolis on Aug. 12 are (from
left) Joe Freddoso, president and CEO of MCNC; Lawrence Strickling, head of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration; David
H. Murdoch, owner and chairman of Castle Cooke Inc., and chairman of Dole Food Company, Inc.; U.S. Senator Kay Hagan; N.C. Representative Linda
Johnson; U.S. Representative Larry Kissell; Dan Gerlach, president of The Golden LEAF Foundation; and N.C. Senator Fletcher Hartsell.

plants. “The environmental assessment
of the infrastructure that we’re going to
build revealed an endangered version of
poison ivy that exists in North Carolina,” says Jacobson. “So in those areas
where it was noted that those species exist, we had to commit to do directional
boring rather than digging so we didn’t
disturb the ground above.” Likewise,
contractors were warned to avoid an endangered species of sunflower that exists
in every county in the state.
With the approach of late fall, Jacobson anticipates additional challenges
from Mother Nature. “The weather will
start playing havoc with our construction schedule,” he notes, “so we’ll have
to work around the rainy season and the
snow and ice in the mountains.”
As of August, approximately 15
miles of fiber had been built for Phase
2, beginning in Charlotte and extending toward Wilmington. Construction
efforts are expected to wrap up in the
first quarter of 2013.
Improving Lives
Although the Golden LEAF project is
expected to create more than 1,000 engineering and construction jobs, the true
value of the network has yet to come to
fruition. Once work is completed, the
infrastructure will have the potential
to serve more than 1,500 community
anchor institutions and 180 businesses

and to reach more than 300,000 underserved families.
“We’ve got 3 million students, hundreds of thousands of teachers and doctors. … They’re going to create the way
this is going to be used,” says Freddoso.
“It’s a palette for the creative minds of
North Carolina to figure out.”
According to Jacobson, the primary
benefactors will be the students who attend North Carolina schools and universities. “They’ll be able to link up at
higher, faster, cheaper speeds to improve
their educational experience on the network,” he says. “The quality of the education system will improve as the model for
education grows more and more virtual
related to distance education, delivery of
coursework over video and so forth.”
Jeremy Campbell, chief information
officer at Rowan-Cabarrus Community
College in Salisbury, notes that though
his college has a biotechnology program,
“We’re not all Ph.D.s there; we’re not all
deep-level experts. This gives us access
to those experts in a lot of places.”
Similarly, access to higher bandwidth will benefit the state’s health care
institutions. In addition to giving them
quicker access to medical records, the
network will allow a cancer or bone regeneration specialist at Winston-Salem’s
Wake Forest Baptist Hospital, for example, to conduct research with other
specialists from around the world. And

in rural areas where people lack access
to health care, a dependable broadband
connection will enable them to consult
with experts at hospitals statewide.
“If I’m a general practitioner in a rural county, and I can’t figure out what
type of cancer a patient has, I can now
consult freely and share radiological diagrams with doctors at the UNC Lineberger Cancer Center in Chapel Hill,”
says Freddoso.
Other beneficiaries include libraries that will be able to enhance learning opportunities for rural residents,
giving them access to information that
will make them more competitive in
the marketplace, as well as public safety
institutions that can feed live video and
real-time information to officers on the
streets as incidents occur.
Although many of the opportunities this project will generate have yet to
be realized, North Carolina’s residents,
businesses, and community leaders agree
that this is a blessing for local communities and the state of North Carolina.
“We are embarking on a publicprivate partnership that will literally
change the way North Carolina communicates with the rest of the world,”
says North Carolina Governor Bev Perdue. “From the mountains to the coast,
broadband access is a difference maker
for rural North Carolina. This is a great
example of how our state is leading
America’s recovery.” v
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